Characterization of grating-coupled long range surface plasmon polariton membrane waveguides.
The first demonstration of grating-coupled long range surface plasmon polaritons in cladded free-standing membrane waveguides is presented. Two different waveguide structures are explored: the first is a gold (Au) stripe embedded in a thin Cytop free-standing membrane, the other being the same structure but with a thin palladium (Pd) over-layer. The waveguides are excited with integrated grating couplers designed for a working wavelength of 1550 nm. The waveguides are characterized by applying a cutback technique with the Au waveguide loss measured as 3.4 dB/mm and the Pd/Au waveguide loss as 57 dB/mm. The wavelength dependency of the weakly reflecting optical cavity is also observed with a free spectral range of ~3.6 nm and a finesse of 2.1.